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Drug-initiated poly(thiocitc acid)
polymer incorporating host-guest
interaction for cancer combination chemotherapy

Kai Yang,1,2,3 Bing Bai,3 Feihe Huang,1,2,* and Guocan Yu3,4,*

SUMMARY

Combination chemotherapy has shown considerable promise for cancer therapy. However, the hydropho-
bicity of chemotherapeutic agents and the difficulties of precise drug co-administration severely hinder
the development of combination chemotherapy. Herein, we develop a polymeric drug delivery system
(D-PTA-CD) to provide robust loading capacity, glutathione-responsive drug release, and precise combi-
nation therapy. The vehicle is prepared based on poly(thioctic acid) (PTA) polymers using DM1, a chemo-
therapeutic agent, as the initiator to endow the vehicle with cancer-inhibiting activity. b-cyclodextrins are
incorporated into the side chains to enhance drug loading capacity via host-guest interactions. Attributing
to the sufficient disulfide bond on the backbone, D-PTA-CD exhibits accelerated drug release triggered by
elevated glutathione levels. Doxorubicin (DOX) and camptothecin (CPT) are encapsulated by D-PTA-CD to
afford the combination chemotherapy nanoparticles (NP), DOX-NP, and CPT-NP, respectively, which
exhibit significant synergetic anti-cancer effects, highlighting the enormous potential of D-PTA-CD as a
versatile drug delivery platform for cancer combination chemotherapy.

INTRODUCTION

Chemotherapy has emerged as one of themost effective strategies to prevent cancer cell proliferation.1 Nonetheless, chemotherapy encoun-

ters two principal challenges. Firstly, the prolonged use of a single chemotherapy agent can induce drug resistance, resulting in diminished

therapeutic effectiveness.2–5 Combination therapy, harnessing diverse anti-cancer mechanisms to synergistically eradicate cancer cells, is an

effective method to overcome drug resistance.6,7 Secondly, most chemotherapy drugs suffer from poor solubility, low blood concentrations,

short circulation times, and challenges in cellular uptake, impeding the attainment of therapeutic drug concentration at target sites and lead-

ing to side effects.8 One strategy to tackle this quandary is the incorporation of drug delivery systems (DDSs), where drugs are encapsulated

within DDSs to create nanoparticles, thereby augmenting drug solubility, and enhancing cellular uptake efficiency.9–14 The utilization of DDSs

for the delivery of multiple chemotherapy agents not only facilitates combination therapy but also amplifies drug utilization efficiency.

However, precise control over drug ratios for combination therapy within DDSs remains a formidable challenge.15,16 Distinct drugs possess

unique chemical and physical properties, yielding intricate co-assembly scenarios that may render the actual drug ratios loaded within DDSs

inadequate for achieving optimal therapeutic effects. Consequently, the development of a DDSwith inherent therapeutic properties for com-

bination chemotherapy represents an exceedingly promising strategy within the field of chemotherapy and DDSs.

Polymeric DDSs stand out from various DDSs due to their notable advantages in terms of controlled release, safety, and functionalization,

making thempromising candidates in cancer therapy research. By employing judicious structural design, polymeric DDSs can achieve precise

control over drug release dynamics. For instance, materials containing disulfide bonds exhibit glutathione-responsive functionality, whereby

the elevated glutathione (GSH) levels within tumor cells can cleave disulfide bonds, prompting the disassembly of nanoparticles and subse-

quent drug release.17–19 Typically, the predominant driving force supporting polymeric materials to carry hydrophobic drugs is the hydropho-

bic interactions. Nonetheless, relying exclusively on hydrophobic interactions may not prove sufficient for fabricating stable nanodrugs that

safeguard drug molecules against leakage.20 Different from the weak hydrophobic interactions, host-guest recognitions, show higher

strength between macrocyclic hosts and compatible guest molecules, providing a strong alternative for loading drugs.21–23 In addition,

the dynamic nature of host-guest recognition empowers DDS to realize controllable drug release in response to various stimuli. This inter-

action holds the potential to bolster the stability and drug-loading capacity of DDS. Cyclodextrins (CDs) represent a category of biocompat-

ible macrocyclic hosts featuring cavities ranging in size from 4.7 Å to 10 Å and serve as reliable hosts for a diverse array of chemotherapeutic
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drugs.24 Attributing to the robust host-guest interactions between CDs and drug molecules, the integration of CDs is poised to increase the

drug loading content within DDS while further fortifying the stability of nanostructures.25

Herein, we develop a chemotherapeutic agent-initiated poly(thioctic acid) (PTA) DDS modified with b-CDs to provide precise and robust

combination anticancer therapy (Scheme 1). The backbone is obtained through a ring-opening polymerization reaction initiated by the thiol

on the chemotherapeutic agent, DM1, giving the DM1-initiated PTA (D-PTA). b-CDs are modified to the side chains of D-PTA to provide

strong host-guest interactions to load additional chemotherapeutic agents. The loading capacity and stability of CD-modified D-PTA

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis, self-assembly, GSH-responsive drug release, and therapeutic process

(A) Synthetic routes of the b-CD-NH2 and D-PTA-CD.

(B) Schematic illustration of the thiol-initiated polymerization, host-guest interactions-mediated drug delivery.

(C) Intracellular therapy process including drug release and combination therapy.

(D) The cancer cell inhibition of D-PTA-CD.

(E) The GSH-responsiveness facilitates the disassembly of nanomedicines and drug release.
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(D-PTA-CD) are promoted via the incorporation of host-guest interactions. Attributing to the microtubulin-inhibiting activity of DM1, the

vehicle is tumor-inhibiting, presenting an anticancer platform for the combination therapy. Doxorubicin (DOX) and camptothecin (CPT)

are loaded by D-PTA-CD, respectively, to fabricate the combinational therapeutic nanoparticles (NP), DOX-NP and CPT-NP, through a dial-

ysis method. Both DOX-NP and CPT-NP exhibit excellent anti-cancer efficacy due to the remarkable synergetic effect of D-PTA-CD and the

responsive drug release within the cancer cells. Taken together, this D-PTA-CD provides a new avenue of DDS for the fabrication of nano-

medicines toward precise combination therapy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and NP characterizations

D-PTA-CD was obtained through the reaction between D-PTA and b-CD-NH2. Briefly, b-CD was activated by tosyl chloride to give the b-CD-

OTs (Figures S1–S3), which then reactedwith ethylenediamine to synthesizeb-CD-NH2 for thepost-functionalization of D-PTA (Figures S4–S6).

D-PTAwas synthesized through a ring-opening polymerization of thioctic acid initiated byDM1 inmethanol after heating at 60�C for 8 h. After

the purification by diethyl ether, the material was fully characterized by 1H NMR, 13C NMR, and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy

(Figures S7–S9). According to the integration of the characteristic proton signals in the 1H NMR spectrum, the degree of polymerization of

D-PTA was calculated to be 20 and therefore the molecular weight of D-PTA was 4.9 kDa (Figure S7). After the polymerization, D-PTA was

then activated by N-hydroxysuccinimide, followed by the reaction with b-CD-NH2 to afford the D-PTA-CD (Figure 1A). The grafting number

of CD was calculated to be 3 according to the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure S10).

The critical aggregation concentration (CAC) of the amphiphilic D-PTAwas determined to be 107.8 mg/mLby using pyrene as a probe (Fig-

ure S11). After the decoration of b-CD-NH2, the CAC of D-PTA-CD was determined to be 101.2 mg/mL, suggesting no significant change of

amphiphilicity occurred after the modification of b-CD (Figure S12). Nanoparticles of D-PTA-CD (D-NP), DOX-loaded D-PTA-CD (DOX-NP),

and CPT-loaded D-PTA-CD (CPT-NP) were obtained via a dialysis method (Figure 1B). Transmission electron microscope (TEM) and dynamic

light scattering (DLS) study were used to reveal the self-assembly of three nanoformulations. As depicted in the TEM image (Figure 1D), D-NP

are solid sphere nanoparticles with a size of around 80 nm. The average size of D-NP was determined to be 79.2 G 20.4 nm via DLS test

(Figure 1C), consistent with the TEM result. After loading DOX or CPT, the average sizes were enlarged to 87.5 G 17.1 nm for DOX-NP

Figure 1. Characterizations of compounds and nanostructures

(A) 1H NMR spectra of the thioctic acid, D-PTA, and D-PTA-CD.

(B) The drug delivery via host-guest interactions and the preparation of nanoparticles.

(C) DLS results of D-NP, DOX-NP, DOX aggregates, CPT-NP, and CPT aggregates.

(D) TEM images of D-NP, DOX-NP, DOX aggregates, CPT-NP, and CPT aggregates.
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and 103.1G 25.2 nm for CPT-NP (Figure 1C). In sharp contrast, hydrophobic DOX andCPT formed large aggregates in the absence of amphi-

philic D-PTA-CD (Figures 1C and 1D). DOX formed sheet-like aggregates larger than 500 nm and fiber-like CPT aggregates larger than 1 mm

were observed in the TEM, suggesting the poor solubility of CPT and DOX in an aqueous solution (Figures 1C and 1D). These aggregation

behaviors of DOX and CPT further emphasized the necessity to employ DDS to improve the solubility of hydrophobic chemotherapeutic

agents. In addition, the colloidal stability of the fabricated CPT-NP and DOX-NP was evaluated by tracking the change in average size after

incubation in PBS over 48 h (Figure S13). No apparent variation was observed for both NPs, meaning that these drug-loadedNPs were stable.

Drug loading capacity evaluation and NP endocytosis study

The drug encapsulation efficiency (EE) was accessed to study the impact of host-guest interactionsmediated by the b-CD in the vehicle via the

UV-Vis spectrum.D-PTAwas used as a control to encapsulate the hydrophobic CPT andDOX, affording the EE of 25.7% for CPT and 45.2% for

DOX according to the standard curves (Figures S14 and S15), which suggested that the hydrophobic interactions alone were not sufficient to

fabricate high-content nanomedications. Notably, in addition to the hydrophobic interactions between drugs and the PTA backbone, D-PTA-

CD provided host-guest interactions between hydrophobic drugs and macrocyclic b-CDs as another driving force to facilitate the encapsu-

lation of DOX and CPT. The host-guest interactions between DOX and b-CD in an aqueous solution were verified via 1H NMR spectroscopy.

As shown in Figure 2A, signals related to DOX protons turned broad after mixing the host and guest with a molar ratio of 1:3, which indicated

the host-guest interaction. CPT is a hydrophobic chemotherapeutic agent that hardly solutes in aqueous solution, leading to obstacles in

clinical use. Indeed, no CPT-related signal was observed in the 1H NMR spectrum in D2O (Figure 2B). Surprisingly, signals related to the ar-

omatic protons on CPT were monitored in the mixture of CPT and b-CD-NH2, which indicated the host-guest interactions between CPT and

b-CD-NH2 and further highlighted the enhanced solubility of CPT assisted by b-CD-NH2 (Figure 2B). In addition, the host-guest interactions

between CPT and b-CD-NH2 were validated in the fluorescence spectra. The fluorescence intensity of CPT in aqueous solution was increased

upon the addition b-CD-NH2, which could be attributed to the disruption ofp-p stacking after host-guest complexation (Figure 2C). Notably,

compared to the poor solubility of free CPT (13.3 mg/mL), the incorporation of b-CD-NH2 remarkably increased the solubility of CPT by 42.9

times, reaching 570 mg/mL (Figure 2D). Actually, the association constant for CPT and b-CD was determined to be 1.53 104 M�1 in our pre-

vious study.26 These host-guest interactions between drug guests and the host offered an additional driving force for D-PTA-CD to load drug

molecules, which would benefit the loading capacity and the stability of fabricated NPs. As a result, the EE of CPT-NP was calculated to be

48.8%, and the EE of DOX-NP was 70.0%, highlighting the enhancement in drug loading capacity boosted by the host-guest interactions.

After the encapsulation by D-PTA-CD, DOX-NP, and CPT-NP exhibited similar absorption spectra to those of the free molecules

(Figures S16 and S17), giving rise to the confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) study (Figure 2E). The cellular uptake efficiency study

of DOX-NP and free DOX by B16 cancer cells using CLSM was performed. Compared to the free small molecular DOX which showed limited

uptake by B16 cells, a higher intracellular accumulation of DOX-NP was observed in the treatment of DOX-NP. Strong fluorescence origi-

nating from DOX-NP was found located in the cytoplasm after 2 h incubation of DOX-NP while the free DOX-treated cells emitted weak fluo-

rescence, indicating a higher uptake of DOX facilitated by DOX-NP. Similar results were obtained when elongated the incubation to 8 h. The

promotion of cellular uptake of DOX can be attributed to the improved solubility of DOX via D-PTA-CD. A quantitative analysis of cellular

DOX fluorescence intensity further revealed that the coincubation of DOX-NP significantly increased the internalization up to 2.92-fold of

free DOX treatment within 2 h, which highlighted the impact of D-PTA-CD as DDS to increase the intracellular DOX concentration (Figure 2F).

Studies of controlled release and GSH-responsiveness

Nanomedicines should remain stable when in circulation to prevent the leakage of loaded drugs which will cause side effects. Once the nano-

particleswereuptakenby cancer cells, encapsulateddrugs shouldbe released, allowing the chemotherapeutics to take effect.Wenext evaluated

the controlled release of nanoformulations under various conditions. Considering the acidic microenvironment in cancer cells,27 CPT-NP, and

DOX-NP were sealed in dialysis bags and dialyzed in the PBS at pH 7.4, 6.0, and 5.0 for 48 h to evaluate the release performance. As shown in

Figure 3A, in comparisonwith the 22.8% accumulative release ofDOX-NP in PBS (pH=7.4) solution after 20 h, treatment of PBS (pH= 5.0) slightly

accelerated the release, and the accumulative release reached35.9%within the sameperiod. These release profiles revealed that acid conditions

contributed to the release of loaded drugs. Additionally, the tumor microenvironment also features a high level of GSH, which can eliminate

elevated reactive oxygen species to maintain the redox balance. GSH is capable of cleaving the disulfide bonds in the backbone of D-PTA-

CD, giving rise to the accelerated disassembly of drug-loaded NPs and the following drug release (Figure 3C). To further mimic the release

behavior of disulfide bond-sufficient NP under the stimulation of high-concentration cellular GSH, release tests in the GSH solution (1 mM and

10mM)wereconducted.Different fromtheslow release inPBSwhich reached14.3%within10h,DOX-NPreleased33.7%,and51.7%of the loaded

DOX in the presence of 1mMand 10mMGSHwithin the same period (Figure 3B). In addition, the accumulative drug release of CPT-NP reached

44.7% in 10mMGSH solution within 10 h and increased to 54.7% at 32 h. Obviously, the incorporation ofGSH significantly boosted the release of

loaded drugs, attributing to the disruption of the disulfide bond which triggered the disassembly of NP. NMR spectra further verified the depo-

lymerization of D-PTA via the treatment of GSH for 24 h. As shown in Figure 3D, broad proton peaks of D-PTA turned sharp ones with splitting

details after the additionofGSH for 24h, suggesting thedepolymerization inducedbyGSH.ThedisassemblyofCPT-NPandDOX-NPwas further

verified by DLS analysis and TEM. After GSH treatment for 24 h, the predominant particles of DOX-NP and CPT-NP turned larger ones with

average size of more than 1 mm (Figures 3E and 3F). Large aggregates representing released DOX and CPT were found under TEM in samples

ofDOX-NPandCPT-NPafter treatmentofGSH (Figures3Eand3F). Taken together,D-PTA-CDexhibitedan intriguingdual-responsivenessofpH

and GSH, facilitating the controllable drug release within cancer cells, which guaranteed the anticancer effect of loaded drugs.
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Combination chemotherapy evaluation

Although chemotherapy is a common treatment for many different cancers, single-agent therapy typically results in drug resistance and tran-

sient remission. Therefore, the combination chemotherapy employing distinctmechanisms is expected to overcomedrug resistance and pro-

videmore effective anticancer efficacy. However, precise co-administration of multiple therapeutics remains a challenge due to the inefficient

co-delivery strategy based on current non-therapeutic DDS. The drug loading efficiency varies depending on the chemical and physical prop-

erties of different chemotherapeutic agents.Moreover, the encapsulating scenario canbemore complicatedwhen intermolecular interactions

Figure 2. Host-guest interaction studies and endocytosis evaluation

(A) 1H NMR spectra of the host-guest interactions between DOX and b-CD in D2O.

(B) 1H NMR spectra of the CPT, b-CD-NH2, and their complex in D2O. The inset indicates the aromatic protons on CPT in the CPT@b-CD-NH2 complex.

(C) Fluorescence spectra of CPT in aqueous solution upon gradual addition of b-CD-NH2.

(D) Solubility evaluation of CPT for free CPT and CPT@b-CD-NH2. Data are presented as mean G SD, n = 3 replicates.

(E) CLSM images of B16 after administration of DOX and DOX-NP for different time.

(F) Statistic DOX fluorescence intensity from (e). Data are represented as mean G SD.
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occur between the combination agents, such as p-p stacking and electrostatic interactions, making it harder to manipulate the molar ratio of

drugs for combinationchemotherapy. Excitingly,D-PTA-CD, a therapeuticDDS for anticancer therapy, providesa facile andprecise strategy to

achieve combination therapy. By simply adjusting the loading content of loaded drugs, precise control of the combination formulation can be

obtained to fuel the inhibition of cancer cells.

The anti-cancer efficacies of D-PTA-CD, DOX, and CPT were evaluated using a 3-(40,50-dimethylthiazol-20-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bro-

mide (MTT) assay. DM1 is an inhibitor of microtubule assembly, exhibiting half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of 645 nM (Figure S18).

Due to theDM1 initiator, D-PTA-CD is a tumor-inhibiting polymeric DDSwith IC50 of 5.03 mg/mL, whichwas the equivalent of an effectiveDM1

concentration of 602 nM according to themolecular weight (Figure 4A). DOX andCPT are DNA topoisomerase inhibitors that stopDNA repli-

cation, showing IC50 of 1.32 mM and 1.66 mM, respectively. Attributing to the distinct anti-cancer mechanism as well as GSH and pH-dual

responsiveness, the combination of chemotherapeutic agents and D-PTA-CD exhibited excellent anti-cancer efficacy (Figure 4B). Two nano-

medicines, CPT-NP1 and CPT-NP2 with various CPT loading content were prepared and administrated to B16 cells for 48 h. Since D-PTA-CD

was a therapeutic DDS, the ratio of DM1 and CPT could be easily controlled in combination chemotherapy by adjusting the drug loading

content. As shown in Figure 4C, CPT-NP1 achieved an IC50 of 147 nM (measured by DM1 in D-PTA-CD), much lower than that of D-NP alone,

and the combination index (CI) was 0.434, suggesting an s remarkable synergistic anti-cancer effect for CPT and D-PTA-CD (Figure 4C). CPT-

NP2 with higher CPT content achieved an IC50 of 120 nM with CI of 0.426. Similarly, strong synergetic effects and controllable combination

chemotherapy were observed in the administration of DOX-NP. The CI for DOX-NP1 and DOX-NP2 was calculated to be 0.682 and 0.757,

respectively, presenting D-PTA-CD as a universal combination therapy platform for anti-cancer combination chemotherapy (Figure 4D).

Moreover, the synergistic effect of CPT-NP was further confirmed by the apoptosis study using Annexin V-FITC/propidium iodide (PI) assay.

As shown in Figure 4E, combination chemotherapy using CPT-NP2 which simultaneously contained the D-PTA-CD andCPT induced 62.9% of

apoptosis and necrosis. In sharp contrast, D-NP single treatment of comparable concentration in CPT-NP2 induced 11.2% of the cells to un-

dergo apoptosis and necrosis after administration. Likewise, the ratio of apoptosis and necrosis cells induced by CPT single treatment

reached 11.5%. Statistic flow cytometry (FCM) results revealed that the combination chemotherapeutic nanomedicine CPT-NP2 exhibited

superior cancer cell inhibition over single treatments (Figure 4F), highlighting the potent synergistic anti-cancer effect of D-PTA-CD and

CPT, and presenting the potential of D-PTA-CD for combination chemotherapy.

Conclusion

In summary, we developed a chemotherapeutic agent-initiated poly(thioctic acid) DDS with cyclodextrins on side chains, named D-PTA-CD,

for robust drug delivery and precise combination chemotherapy. D-PTA-CD exhibited outstanding loading capacity via host-guest interac-

tions between b-CD and drug guests. DOX-NP and CPT-NP, two nanoformulations for combination chemotherapy were constructed. The

incorporation of D-PTA-CD greatly facilitated the cellular uptake efficiency and achieved controllable release in GSH-sufficient intracellular

Figure 3. Release profiles of DOX-NP and CPT-NP and GSH-responsiveness studies

(A and B) Cumulative release profiles of DOX-NP (A) and CPT-NP (B) in various conditions. Data are presented as mean G SD, n = 3 replicates.

(C) The disassembly mechanism of nanomedicines and drug release via GSH-responsiveness.

(D) 1H NMR spectra of PTA before and after the treatment of GSH for 24 h.

(E) DLS results and TEM images of DOX-NP after treatment of GSH for 24 h.

(F) DLS results and TEM images of CPT-NP after treatment of GSH for 24 h.
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environment. Profiting from the cancer-inhibiting activity of D-PTA-CD, both DOX-NP and CPT-NP easily achieved precise combination

chemotherapy and exhibited significant synergetic effect to inhibit cancer cell proliferation, presentingD-PTA-CD as a promising therapeutic

DDS for precise combination chemotherapy.

Limitation of the study

In this study, the D-PTA-CD possesses excellent capability for precise combinational chemotherapy in B16 cell line when incorporated with

CPT or DOX, however, more cancer cell lines should be included to comprehensively illustrate the feasibility of this strategy.
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Figure 4. Combination chemotherapy studies

(A) The cancer cell inhibition of D-PTA-CD.

(B) Intracellular therapy process including drug release and combination therapy using D-PTA-CD-based nanomedicines.

(C) MTT assays of CPT, D-NP, CPT-NP1, and CPT-NP2. Data are presented as mean G SD, n = 5 replicates.

(D) MTT assays of DOX, D-NP, DOX-NP1, and DOX-NP2. Data are presented as mean G SD, n = 5 replicates.

(E) Annexin V-FITC/PI staining of B16 after various treatments.

(F) Statistic results of Annexin V-FITC/PI staining of B16 after various treatments. Data are presented as mean G SD, n = 3 replicates.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Guocan Yu

(guocanyu@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.
� This paper does not report original code.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon reasonable

request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cell culture

B16-F10 cell line was a kind gift from Prof. Xin Lin’ Lab (Tsinghua University).28 The cell line was commercially authenticated via short tandem

repeat profiling, which was performed by the Xiamen Immocell Biotechnology Co., Ltd., and no mycoplasma contamination was found.

Cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotic solution. Media were purchased from Gibco

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cell cultures were maintained at 37�C with 5% CO2. The cells were cultured in suitable plates for subsequent

experiments.

METHOD DETAILS

Instruments and characterizations
1HNMR spectra were recorded on a JNM-ECZ400S/L1.MTT cytotoxicity assay kits for cell viability detection were bought fromThermo Fisher

Scientific. Transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) investigations were carried out on an HT-7700 instrument. UV-vis absorption spectra were

recorded by using an Agilent Cary 60 UV-vis spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were recorded by using an Agilent Cary Eclipse.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images was recorded on an Olympus FV3000 microscope. The sizes of the nanoformulations

were measured by a DLS analyzer (Zetasizer Nano ZS90Malvern Instruments, Malvern) with a detection angle of 90� at 25�C using an incident

He-Ne laser (l = 633 nm).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

YF 488-Annexin V/PI US EVERRIGHT Cat#Y6002L

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Thioctic acid Meryer Cat#M026347-500g

Camptothecin (CPT) Bidepharm Cat#BSL976

Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX$HCl) Bidepharm Cat#BGW591

Experimental models: Cell lines

B16-F10 Laboratory of Prof. Xin Lin (Tsinghua University)28 Theranostics 2022; 12(14):6422–6436.

Software and algorithms

GraphPadPrism 9.5 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

ImageJ ImageJ https://imagej.net/ij/
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Synthesis of b-CD-NH2

b-CD (11.4 g, 10 mmol) and tosyl chloride (1.91 g, 10 mmol) were dissolved in 100 mL of anhydrous DMSO. Triethylamine (2.02 g, 20 mmol) in

10 mL DMSO was added dropwise into the solution. The solution was heated under stirring at room temperature for 24 h, after which the

reaction was poured into 500 mL water. Precipitate was collected and washed by water twice and then washed by acetone, followed by evap-

oration under vacuum to give the b-CD-OTs (5.17 g, 40.0%) which was used without further purification. The 1H NMR, 13C NMR and mass

spectra of b-CD-OTs are shown in Figures S1–S3.

b-CD-OTs (2.57 g, 2.00 mmol) and ethylenediamine (0.601 g, 10.0 mmol) were dissolved in DMSO and heated at 60�C under stirring. After

heating for 24 h, the reaction was poured into acetone tomoveDMSOand ethylenediamine. The precipitate was washed by acetone for three

times and then evaporated in vacuum to give the b-CD-NH2 (1.95 g, 83.0%). The 1H NMR, 13C NMR andmass spectra of b-CD-NH2 are shown

in Figures S4–S6.

Synthesis of D-PTA

DM1 (74.8 mg, 100 mmol) and thioctic acid (1.24 g, 6 mmol) were dissolved in 2 mLMeOH. The reaction was heated at 60�C in N2 atmosphere

under stirring. After heating for 24 h, the reaction turned viscous liquid and was precipitated by diethyl ether for three times, followed by

evaporation in vacuum. The 1H NMR, 13C NMR and FTIR spectra of D-PTA are shown in Figures S7–S9.

Synthesis of D-PTA-CD

D-PTA (200 mg), EDC (383.4 mg, 2.00 mmol), NHS (230 mg, 2.00 mmol), and DMAP (24.4 mg, 0.200 mmol) were dissolved in 5 mL anhydrous

DMSO and stirred at room temperature. After stirring for 24 h, b-CD-NH2 (1.5 g) was added to the reaction and kept stirring for 24 h. After the

reaction, the solution was dialyzed (3500 DaMWCO) against deionized water. The polymer was then lyophilized to afford the D-PTA-CD. The
1H NMR spectrum of D-PTA-CD is shown in Figure S10.

Preparation of nanoparticles

D-NP, CPT-NP and DOX-NP were prepared through a dialysis method. Briefly, D-PTA-CD (5.00 mg) was dissolved in 1 mL DMSO. Then, the

solution was sealed in dialysis bag with anMWCOof 3.5 kDa and dialyzed against deionized water for 8 h to afford D-NP. For the preparation

of DOX-NP, D-PTA-CD (5.00 mg), DOX$Cl and triethylamine were dissolved in 1 mL DMSO. Then, the solution was sealed in dialysis bag with

anMWCOof 3.5 kDa and dialyzed against deionizedwater for 8 h to afford DOX-NP. For the preparation of CPT-NP, D-PTA-CD (5.00mg) and

CPT were dissolved in 1 mL DMSO. Then, the solution was sealed in dialysis bag with an MWCO of 3.5 kDa and dialyzed against deionized

water for 8 h to afford CPT-NP. For the aggregates of CPT or DOX, CPT or DOX were dissolved in THF and dialyzed against deionized water

for 8 h to obtain their aggregates.

Determination of encapsulation efficiency (EE)

The standard curves of CPT and DOX in DMSO were obtained using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Figures S11 and S12). 100 mL of CPT-NP or

DOX-NPwas diluted by 900 mL DMSO to disrupt the structure of nanoparticle and release the loaded drugs. Then, the absorbance of CPT-NP

or DOX-NP was measured and the concentration of DOX or CPT could be obtained according to the standard curves.

Encapsulation efficiency (%) =mdrug� iniOmdrug� loaded 3 100%Where themdrug� ini is the mass of drug added to preparation the nanopar-

ticles and mdrug� loaded is the mass of encapsulated drug in the nanoparticles.

DLS and TEM characterization

The size distribution of dialyzed NPs was measured using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments). Samples were diluted 10 times by

deionized water and 1 mL of the diluted NPs was transferred to a DLS cuvette for data acquisition.

The TEM characterization was carried out on an HT-7700 instrument. The obtained NPs was diluted 100 times by deionized water. 5 mL

sample solution was applied to the electron microscopy grid and kept in vacuum at room temperature to evaporate water.

In vitro cell accumulation of the DOX-NP and DOX determined by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

B16 cells were treated with the the DOX-NP and DOX (the concentration of DOX was kept at 1.00 mM) in the culture medium at 37�C for 2 h,

and 8 h, respectively. The cells were washed three times with PBS and fixed with fresh 4.0% formaldehyde at room temperature for 15 min.

After washing with PBS, the cells were stained with DAPI (1.00 mg/mL) for 15 min. The images were taken using an Olympus FV3000

microscope.

Evaluation of cytotoxicity

The cytotoxicity of the different formulations against B16 cells was determined byMTT assays in a 96-well cell culture plate. All solutions were

sterilized by filtration with a 0.22 mm filter before tests. B16 cells were seeded at a density of 1.0 3 104 cells per well in a 96-well plate, and

incubated for 24 h for attachment. Cells were then incubated with free CPT, DOX, DM1, D-NP, DOX-NP, or CPT-NP at different concentra-

tions for 48 h. After washing the cells with PBS buffer, 20 mL of an MTT solution (5 mg/mL) and 180 mL of media were added to each well. After
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4 h of incubation at 37�C, theMTT solution was removed, and the insoluble formazan crystals that formedwere dissolved in 100 mL of dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO). The absorbance of the formazan product was measured at 570 nm using a spectrophotometer. Untreated cells in media

were used as a control. All experiments were carried out with five replicates.

Determination of the combination index (CI)

A series of combination chemotherapeutic nanomedicines with different ratios of D-PTA-CD and drugs were prepared by controlling the

loading content. Different mass of drugs were added to the D-PTA-CD solution in DMSO and the solution was dialyzed to prepare corre-

sponding NPs. The concentration of loaded drugs was determined by calculating the EE and all the D-PTA-CD was assumed to remain in

the dialysis bag. The molar ratios of CPT and DM1 in CPT-NP1 and CPT-NP2 were determined to be 1.72:1 and 2.51:1. The molar ratio of

DOX and DM1 in DOX-NP1 and DOX-NP2 were determined to be 1.67:1 and 0.772:1.

The CI value was calculated as follows: CI = D1/Df1 +D2/Df2. Where Df1 is the dose of CPT or DOX required to produce x percent effect

alone and D1 is the dose of CPT or DOX required to produce the same x percent effect in combination with D-PTA-CD. Similarly, Df2 is the

dose of D-NP required to produce x percent effect alone and D2 is the dose of D-NP required to produce the same x percent effect in com-

bination with CPT or DOX. Theoretically, CI is the ratio of the combination dose to the sum of the single-drug doses at an isoeffective level.

Consequently, CI values of <1 indicate synergism, values of >1 show antagonism, and values of = 1 indicate additive effects.

Determination of the percentage of apoptotic cells at different stages by Annexin-V FITC/PI assay

B16 cells were seeded in 6-well cell culture plates (5.03 105 cells/well). After 12 h incubation, themediumwas replaced by fresh growthmedia

containing CPT, D-NP, or CPT-NP2. The concentration of CPT in each group was 301 nM, and the effective concentration of DM1 in D-NP and

CPT-NP2 was 120 nM. The cells were incubated for 24 h and harvestedwith EDTA-free trypsin (0.25%). Then the cells were carefully washed by

PBS and stained by Annexin-V FITC and propidium iodide (PI) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Flow cytometry was performed and

data were analyzed. The cells without any treatment were utilized as a control.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 9.5 software. Data from the experiments were performed for three times or over

three times. The results are expressed as themean valueG standard deviation (meanG SD). Statistical details of experiments can be found in

the figure legends. No method was used to determine whether the data met assumptions of the statistical approach.
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